A webinar accessible to everyone from anywhere on any device, at any time you want. Training and positioning

9/15/20 | 12/10/20 | 3/11/21 | 6/11/21

Example for the HBP / Transplant section of the AEC and the Spanish chapter of the IHPBA. year: 2020-2021

Number of speakers in each session: 3 (Surgeon, Radiologist and Oncologist). Talk time 15 min + 15 min discussion at the end.

Every Speaker will be able to share their desktop in real time with both the other participants and the connected audience.

**Proposed arguments:**

1. **Pancreas adenocarcinoma:**
   - Oncologist: Neoadjuvant-adjuvant therapies (Rafael Álvarez. Hospital Sanchinarro HM, Madrid)
   - Radiologist: Preoperative radiological study and assessment of response to neoadjuvance (Cristina Asensio Moreno. Hospital Virgen del Rocío, Sevilla)
   - Surgeon: Approaches, different resection techniques and vascular reconstruction (Emilio Vicente. Hospital Sanchinarro HM, Madrid)

2. **Liver metastases:**
   - Oncologist: Oncological treatment strategy in liver metastases (Jeronimo Jiménez. Hospital Virgen del Rocío, Sevilla)
   - Surgeon: Radiological study of liver metastases / intraoperative liver ultrasound (Fernando Pardo Aranda. Hospital Germán trias y Pujol, Barcelona)
   - Surgeon: Two stage hepatectomy (2 stage-ALPPS) vs synchronous resection (Rene Adam Paule Brousse, Paris)

3. **Minimally invasive HPB surgery**
   - Surgeon: State of art (Ruben Ciria. Hospital universitario Córdoba, Córdoba)
   - Surgeon: DPC techniques (Fernando Burdio. Hospital del Mar, Barcelona)
   - Surgeon: Technique of distal pancreatectomy-RAMPS (Fernando Rotellar. Clínica Universitaria Navarra, Pamplona)

4. **Bile duct cancer**
   - Surgeon: Neoadjuvant-adjuvant treatment (Brendan Visser. Standford, EEUU)
   - Radiologist: Preoperative bile duct drainage (Ignacio Terreros. Hospital Universitario Cruces, Bilbao)
   - Surgeon: Hilar cholangiocarcinoma resection techniques (Cristina Dopaço. Hospital Vall D'Hebron Barcelona)

**COORDINATORS:**
Mikel Prieto, Benedetto Ielpo

**Frequency:**
1 webinar every 3 months:
This first year we propose to generate 4 long live shows with 4 topics of maximum interest

**Length:** 1 h
The approximate duration will be 1 hour with the same time for each specialist exposing their cases and theories

**Length:**

**Frequency:**